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Octavio will exhibit its new connected Hi-Fi speaker Maestro

On the occasion of the 2023 edition of the High End Show in Munich, Octavio, the
Lille-based start-up specializing in the democratization of Hi-Fi audio systems, will
exhibit its new Maestro connected Hi-Fi speaker, at the cutting edge of innovation.
Thanks to the Wi-Fi sound technology developed by Octavio, this new speaker offers
a high-fidelity sound stage, without any coloration, for a daily listening without
auditory fatigue. Octavio Maestro completes Octavio's Hi-Fi offer, already composed
of the Octavio Stream, the high-fidelity audio streamer and the Octavio AMP, the
compact and connected amplifier.

"We are delighted to present in Munich Maestro, the result of several years of work.
Octavio Maestro is the next logical step in the development of our company, which
aims to democratize high-fidelity sound. As musicians and music lovers ourselves, we
are sensitive to the sound quality of a song, and our speakers have met our own
requirements" - David Minard/Victor Gignon, co-founder of Octavio



Uncompromising audio technology

Designed with carefully selected high-end components, Octavio Maestro's
integrated audio technology ensures that the music reproduction is true to the
artist's vision. The 13 cm2 Kevlar drivers offer a very precise sound reproduction.
Both light and rigid, they guarantee a perfect reproduction of the midrange and
bass. Its metallic ogive reduces distortion and erases potential turbulences. And in
addition to accentuating the spatialization of the sound, the two passive
loudspeakers avoid potential problems of Bass Reflex. 

Thanks to the Wi-Fi sound technology developed by Octavio, the audio file is played
without any compression, allowing the listener to fully enjoy the quality of their
songs. 

Exceptional and durable materials 

The materials interact with each other between textile, wood and aluminum. 
All materials have been chosen with care. The high quality textile has been selected
for its acoustic virtues. The wood, as well as the aluminum, have been selected for
their durability. 

Suitable for any space, for any purpose

Thanks to its minimalist design and multi-zone compatibility, it will also fit perfectly in
professional use in bars, hotels and restaurants. 



Lossless audio streaming

Octavio Maestro uses Wi-Fi Lossless sound technology to ensure that your audio is
broadcast without any loss or interference. Unlike Bluetooth, Wi-Fi does not apply
any compression to your audio signal. 

A 100% French collaboration in the service of sound

The result of a collaboration with the historic brand Davis Acoustics, Octavio Maestro
brings together the best of both worlds, between innovation and acoustic
engineering. 

"As a French specialist in the manufacture of loudspeakers and speakers for over 35
years, we are proud to support young French companies dedicated to music.
Working with Octavio is the perfect opportunity to blend our know-how with their
proprietary technology, to meet a single requirement: to be at the service of music. "
Olivier Visan from Davis Acoustics. 

The ultimate streaming application 

The Octavio Virtuose mobile application allows you to navigate easily to find all the
contents with the best possible quality thanks to the Wi-Fi sound technology, all in an
adapted and ergonomic interface. 

Lossless* quality music is streamed from Qobuz, Spotify, Deezer, Apple Music or
Tidal. Stream any content from your Apple device with AirPlay 2, or invite your
friends to connect to your audio system directly via Bluetooth. 

"The Virtuose mobile application developed
in-house immediately puts Octavio in the big
league" Qobuz

*According to the formats compatible with the streaming platforms.



Date and availability 

Light Model 
Black Model 

Pre-orders are open from today on the octavio.fr website for a delivery during May
2023. The Octavio Maestro speaker in Mono is available for 599€, to which can be
added an aluminum acoustic grille, for a total price of 639€. Two models are
available: 

OCTAVIO IS PRESENT AT HIGH END! 
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About Octavio

Octavio was born from the idea that vintage quality audio systems are not
compatible with the modern way we listen to music with streaming services, and that
there should be a solution for that without having to say goodbye to our old systems.
Behind the French brand is a young team of music lovers with a common desire: to
improve and facilitate the home music experience for as many people as possible,
using the best possible technologies. For more information, please visit
https://octavio.fr/en


